Introduction
The Mutual Exclusion Problem is the most famous and well-studied problem in concurrency. Following Silberschatz et al. [14] , we refer to this problem as the Critical Section Problem (CSP) to distinguish the problem from the Mutual Exclusion Property. In CSP, a set of processes coordinate to share a resource, while ensuring that no two access the resource concurrently. CSP solutions for memories that satisfy Sequential Consistency (SC) have been known since the 1960s; Raynal [13] provides an extensive survey. In fact, as shown by Lamport [10] , even single-reader single-writer bits suffice to solve the critical section problem, as long as accesses to these objects are guaranteed to be SC.
Most weak memory consistency models, however, are incapable of supporting a solution to CSP using only read and write operations on shared variables [7] . Mutual exclusion on weak memory consistency models such as Java, Coherence, Pipelined-RAM, Total and Partial Store Ordering, Causal Memory, and several variants of Processor Consistency requires the use of expensive built-in synchronization primitives such as locks, compare-and-swap, fetch-and-add and others [7] . A notable exception is Processor Consistency (abbreviated PC-G) 1 as proposed by Goodman and formalized by Ahamad et al. [1] . Though weaker than SC, this variant of processor consistency guarantees that processes have just enough agreement about the current state of shared memory to support a solution using only reads and writes of shared variables.
Ahamad et al. have shown that Peterson's mutual exclusion algorithm [12] is correct for PC-G, but that Lamport's bakery algorithm [8] fails for PC-G [1] . We are thus motivated to determine what is necessary and sufficient to solve CSP with only PC-G memory using only reads and writes to shared variables. For example, Peterson's algorithm makes use of multi-writers, variables that can be written my more than one process, while Lamport's bakery algorithm [8] uses only single-writers, variables that can be written by exactly one process. Are multi-writers essential?
In this paper, we derive tight bounds on the number and type (single-or multiwriter) of variables that a mutual exclusion algorithm must use in order to be correct for PC-G. Specifically, any PC-G solution for n processes must use at least one multi-writer and n single-writers. We prove that Burns' algorithm [3] , which uses one multi-writer and n single-writers, is an unfair solution for mutual exclusion in PC-G. Thus our bound is tight for unfair solutions to CSP. Since Peterson's 2-processor algorithm is fair and correct for PC-G, our bound is tight even for fair solutions when n C 2. We further investigate properties that a solution, using one multi-writer and n singlewriters, must satisfy in order to be correct for PC-G. Using these properties, we establish that five algorithms [13] , Dekker's, Dijkstra's, Knuth's, De Bruijn's, Eisenberg and MacGuire's, do not guarantee mutual exclusion under only PC-G memory consistency. All of these have been developed for SC [9] , and all use one multi-writer and n singlewriters. However, most of these algorithms are fair solutions for CSP in SC. The only fair solution we have found for PC-G is Peterson's which uses n D 1 multi-writers and n single-writers.
Since multi-writers are required to solve CSP in PC-G, a corollary of our investigation is that, in contrast to SC, multi-writers cannot be implemented from single-writers in PC-G. Section 2 includes the definitions needed for this paper. Section 3 provides a template for our impossibility proofs, which is used to establish our lower bounds in Section 4. The major results in Section 4 have been automatically verified using the SPIN model checker [6] .
Definitions

Multiprocess Systems and Memory Consistency Models
A multiprocess system can be modeled as a collection of processes operating on a collection of shared data objects. For this paper, the shared data objects are variables sup-porting only read and write operations, where r E xF v and wE xF v denote, respectively, a read operation of variable x returning v and a write operation to x of value v. An operation can be decomposed into invocation (performed by processes) and response (returned by variables) components.
It suffices to model a process as a sequence of read and write invocations, and a multiprocess system as a collection of processes together with the shared variables. Henceforth, we denote a multiprocess system by the pair PG JF where P is a set of processes and J is a set of variables. A process computation is the sequence of reads and writes obtained by augmenting each read invocation in the process with its matching response. A (multiprocess) system computation is a collection of process computations, one for each process in the collection.
Let O be all the (read and write) operations in a computation of a system 
is also represented in this paper as the sequence L
where o i precedes o j in L if and only if processes is single-ported and thus all reads and writes to the memory are serialized. Thus, SC guarantees that the computation of the system is the result of some interleaving of the processes. This model is typically assumed by algorithm designers, and a challenge for system designers is to build SC systems while exploiting the efficiencies of distributed shared memory. 
If the single-ported globally shared memory is partitioned into several components each of which has separate single-ported access, then SC of the whole system is lost, but is maintained for each component individually. In the extreme, when each shared variable has its own access channel, the memory consistency model is called Coherence [4] . In a Coherent memory model, reads and writes of different variables can happen in time in the opposite order from program order. However, such a system still ensures that for each shared variable the outcome of the computation results from some interleaving of the process reads and writes to that variable.
Definition 2. Let O be all the operations of a computation C of a multiprocess system PG JF . Then C satisfies Coherence if for each variable x
Now consider a message-passing network of processes each of which stores a local copy of the shared memory. If the message channels are FIFO and form a complete network, reads are implemented by consulting the local memory, and writes are broadcast to every other process, then the memory consistency model that arises is the PipelinedRandom Access Machine (P-RAM) [11] .
Definition 3. Let O be all the operations of a computation C of a multiprocess system PG JF . Then C satisfies P-RAM if for each process p
For a memory model to meet PC-G [1] , there must be a set of linearizations that simultaneously satisfy both Coherence and P-RAM.
Definition 4. Let O be all the operations of a computation C of a multiprocess system PG JF . Then C satisfies PC-G if for each process p
, and 2.
OH wH xG
Critical Section Problem
We denote a CSP problem by CSP(n) where n is the number of processes in the system. Each process has the following structure: It is possible to consider stronger notions of fairness. We will see, however, that our impossibility and lower bound results apply even to unfair solutions of CSP, and therefore we make no fairness requirement in our definition.
Notice that time is used in the definition of CSP. However, we make no assumptions about agreement in rate or value between the clocks that are part of the multiprocess system, and, therefore, the memory consistency models considered here have been defined without reference to time. So we need to clarify how a system without a consistent notion of time can be tested for a property involving time. The multiprocess system exists in some environment that has its own meaningful time which we call real time. In the case of CSP, which is controlling access to some resource, real time can be taken to be the local clock time of that resource. For a system to satisfy the Mutual Exclusion property it is required that there is no computation of that system for which there are two or more processes in their critical sections at the same real time.
Let A and D be an algorithm and a memory consistency model, respectively. Then, A solves CSP for D if for every system S that satisfies D, every computation of S satisfies Mutual Exclusion and Progress.
Template for Impossibility and Lower Bound Proofs
We will use the partial computations 1, 2, and 3 defined below. First, assume for the sake of contradiction that there exists an algorithm A that solves CSP(n) for a given memory consistency model, D, for n 2. This solution must work when exactly two processes, say p and q, are participating and the rest engaging in 
Computation 1
Similarly, if A runs with only q's participation, Progress guarantees that Computation 2 exists. 
Computation 2
None of the arguments in the following theorems depends on the Fairness property, so the impossibilities apply to unfair solutions as well. Furthermore, none of these argument depends on the size of variables. So, these results apply to unbounded variables as well.
Bounds on CSP for PC-G
Ahamad et al. [1] proved that Peterson's algorithm [12] , which was originally developed for SC systems, solves CSP(2) for PC-G. Given algorithm A 2 that solves CSP(2) for PC-G, an algorithm A n that solves CSP(n) for PC-G, where n 2, can be constructed from A 2 by building a tournament tree. Processes are partitioned into sets of size two each. For each set, A 2 is used to select a "winner". The winners are again partitioned into sets of size two, and A 2 can be used in this manner repeatedly until only one winner remains. Thus we conclude that there is an algorithm that solves CSP(n) for PC-G.
This section further investigates bounds and restrictions on these PC-G solutions.
Type of Variables
A multi-writer variable (simply, multi-writer) can be updated by any number of processes in the system, while a single-writer variable (simply, single-writer) can be updated by exactly one designated process. We show that the use of multi-writers is crucial to solve CSP on PC-G. First we need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. In a system E
PG JF where J consists entirely of single-writers, PC-G is equivalent to P-RAM.
Proof: Obviously, PC-G is at least as strong as P-RAM. We show that without the use of multi-writer variables, P-RAM is at least as strong as PC-G. Let
have all these writes to x in the program order of s, the order of the writes to x in
is the same as the order of the writes
. Therefore, the definition of PC-G (Definition 4) is satisfied.
CSP, however, is impossible for P-RAM: Proof: Assume that there is an algorithm A that solves CSP(n) for P-RAM. Then computations 1 and 2 exist. Define the following sequences for p and q, respectively, for Computation 3.
as required by the definition of P-RAM. Also, each is a linearization because the first part (for instance,
) corresponds to a possible computation, and the second part (for instance,
w ) contains only writes. Thus, Computation 3 is P-RAM. Therefore, our assumption must have been in error and A does not exist.
Theorem 2. There does not exist an algorithm that uses only single-writers and solves CSP(n) for PC-G, even if n C
2.
Proof: This follows immediately from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.
Ahamad et al. [1] also prove that Lamport's Bakery algorithm [8] , which uses only single-writers, is incorrect for PC-G. The consequence of Theorem 2 is that any CSP solution for PC-G must use at least one multi-writer.
Vitanyi and Awerbuch [15] showed that multi-writer variables can be constructed in a waitfree manner from single-writer variables. In PC-G, there is no (even non-waitfree) construction of multi-writer variables from single-writer variables.
Corollary 1. Multi-writers cannot be implemented from single-writers in PC-G memory systems.
Proof:
Peterson's algorithm solves CSP for PC-G using multi-writers, and there is no solution with only single writers by Theorem 2. Hence, multi-writers cannot be constructed from single-writers in PC-G.
Number of Variables
After showing that at least one multi-writer is required by a CSP solution for PC-G, a natural question is what is the minimum number of variables needed to solve CSP(n) for PC-G?
Theorem 3. There does not exist an algorithm that uses fewer than n single-writers and one multi-writer and solves CSP(n) for PC-G, for any n
2.
Proof: Assume that there is an algorithm A that uses fewer than n single-writers and one multi-writer and solves CSP(n) for PC-G. Since there are n processes, the pigeonhole principle ensures that there is at least one process, say p, that does not write to any single-writer variable. Computations 1 and 2 must exist. We show that Computation 3 satisfies PC-G.
Let o q i be q's first write to the multi-writer. The following are the required PC-G linearizations for p and q. 
w caused. Therefore both are linearizations. Also, each linearization lists p's writes to the multi-writer followed by q's. Since only q writes to any single-writers, the two linearizations also agree on the order of this variable. So, both linearizations agree on the order of writes for each variable (Condition 2 of Definition 4).
When n C 2, the bound of theorem 3 is tight, even if all variables are allowed to be multi-writers.
Theorem 4. Two variables are insufficient to solve CSP(2) for PC-G.
Proof: Assume that there is an algorithm A that uses exactly 2 variables, say x and y, (even multi-writers) and solves CSP (2) Define
Clearly, 
which is the same order maintained by q's linearization. The same applies to y. Therefore, Condition 2 of Definition 4 is also satisfied. 
Similar analysis to the previous case shows that these are PC-G linearizations. Thus, in all cases, Computation 3 is PC-G, and our assumption must have been in error.
Since at least one multi-writer is necessary to solve CSP for PC-G, and since two multi-writers are insufficient to solve CSP(2) for PC-G, and since Peterson's Algorithm for CSP(2) uses exactly two single-writers and one multi-writer, we conclude the following. variable can be assigned, and fairness delay. This fairness delay is the maximum total number of times other processes can enter their critical sections before a certain process gets the opportunity to enter its critical section. When the there is no upper bound on the fairness delay (∞), the algorithm is prone to starvation, and is thus unfair.
Corollary 2. Two single-writers and one multi-writer are the necessary and sufficient number and type of variables required to solve CSP(2) for PC-G.
Although this number of variables is a necessary requirement for a PC-G solution, we show next that most of these algorithms do not solve CSP(n) for PC-G. First, we provide some rules-of-thumb that allows us to nail down certain properties of correct solutions for PC-G. Then, these rules are used to show that Dekker's, Dijkstra's, Knuth's, De Bruijn's, and Eisenberg and MacGuire's fail to solve CSP(n) for PC-G. 
Lemma 2. Any algorithm that uses exactly n single-writers and one multi-writer and solves CSP(n) for PC-G must
Proof:
We follow the proof template given in Section 3.
1. Assume it is not the case; then there is at least one process, say p, that does not write to any single-writer. The linearizations used in Theorem 3 apply.
2. Assume that a process p either does not write the multi-writer in y entry or does write the multi-writer exactly once and this write operation is o p k . Under this assumption, Computation 3 satisfies PC-G as shown by the following linearizations. 
is initially p, p enters its y critical section without writing to the multi-writer. In Dekker's and Bruijn's algorithms, the multi-writer is only written in y exit . In Knuth's, and in Eisenberg and MacGuire's algorithms, the multi-writer is only written as the last step in y entry . By Lemma 2(2), all of these algorithms are incorrect for PC-G.
Theorem 5. Burns' Algorithm is an unfair CSP(n) solution for PC-G.
Proof: Mutual Exclusion:
Assume for the sake of contradiction that there exists some PC-G computation of Burns' Algorithm where two processes, say i and j, execute in their Since Computation 4 satisfies PC-G, the two linearizations
must exist such that both agree on the order of writes to
. Without loss of generality, suppose wE 
Therefore, Burns' algorithm satisfies Mutual Exclusion for PC-G.
Progress:
If only one process is participating, then it will enter the To see that Burns' algorithm is unfair for PC-G, we show it's unfair even for SC. 4 Consider the Computation 5 which represents a starvation scenario, where the segments enclosed by square brackets can be repeated indefinitely. . Operations are subscripted by the corresponding process id. The segment enclosed in square brackets is the part of the computation being repeated indefinitely.
Summary
PC-G is a consistency model that satisfies both Pipelined-RAM consistency and Coherence. Furthermore, for each process, there must be a single linearization that meets both requirements simultaneously. Even the slight relaxation to a consistency model that is the intersection of both Pipelined-RAM and Coherence (but which permits distinct linearizations for each requirement) is too weak to support a solution to CSP without using stronger objects than simple variables (even unbounded ones). This can be proved with techniques similar to ones used here [7] . Thus, PC-G appears to be the weakest memory consistency model in the literature that has a solution to CSP using only reads and writes to shared variables.
Any solution to CSP(n) for PC-G must use at least one multi-writer and n singlewriters. Burns' algorithm, which uses one multi-writer and n single-writers and is correct for PC-G, establishes that this bound is tight. But Burns' algorithm is unfair. Peterson's algorithm for two processes, which uses one multi-writer and 2 single writers and is correct and fair for PC-G, shows that this lower bound is tight even for fair solutions when n C 2. It is not clear to us yet whether a fair solution for n processes can be constructed using only one multi-writer and n single-writers. If not, then to tighten the lower bound in the general case, impossibility proofs will have to exploit fairness. Many other algorithms that use the same number and type of variables as Burns' have been shown to fail for PC-G. Finally, Peterson's algorithm, which uses n
